
SOLAR-IS WHEEL AND CELTIC CROSS: AERIOPAX

The SOLAR-IS WHEEL and Cross is added in the base-to-base mode. The AERIOPAX does not
need the Celtic Cross. The idea is presented here for those that might wish to join them. 

The outer sphere is the loci of the Zayin poles as the total form spins to “clone” itself into as many 
systems as needed, and to orient the systems in different “Critical Rotational Positions” or
“CRP’s” to track different points or events of interest. 

SOLAR-IS WHEEL WITH SOLAR.ATIS
INNER RING AND SOLAR-IS OUTER RING.

ZAYIN RING

SHOFEAR

The Pyramid's 51 deg. slope angle is
projected to the Unified Tsadey points
from the "socket" poles which were
placed by linking to the Vau with a
60 deg. angle.

VAU

The SHOFEAR cube and RHOMBUS: The hexagonal EYE OF RA 
is formed by linking the two Vau poles. This is the DWELLER OF 
DIVINE FIRE. The Center is the Holy of Holies, the FIRST FIRE. 
The Center expresses as the MONAD in a personal medallion. 

This is the SIGNA VAULT
formed in the 
base-to-base mode.

This is the Vault of the
3000 LOTUM or the
SUNFLOWER formed
when both Glory poles
merge in the Ulta.

This is the VAULT OF THE
ROSE-CROSS, formed
with the Pools of the
Moon/Life.

3 VAULTS:

AERIOPAX MEDALION
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16 poles create the
ie, 6 specific states of being: 

 elemental, systemic,
    functional, sentient.

 connective, options/choices, 
    communicative, path to connectiong to
    the macrocosm.

 merging streams of reality, finding
    unity in dualistic systems. 

 primary activation in heart-
    coherency to all points of Intelligence.

 moving beyond dualism and
    hierarchy; Opening of the Way for primary
    elements to become full and eternal
    Presences.

 embrace of all powers, potents and
    principle as a living wave of the Fearless
    Flame. 

 

RUUTHI:

JAEOBHIM:

HAFARHA:

APTEHOS:

TATS’SHIA:

AUHUM:

ZENXII

6 STATES-OF-BEING

CORE ACELLERATION BAR

Excerpted from 

Thoth: (the Aeriopax)”...is a geometric for bringing together the Attasic Universe as a point of mind. Not in a 
physical sense, but as a hologram in the mind, enabling that sentience to sustain passage through conflicting time 
gates....the Aeriopax harmonic...is a grid of time reality exchange. Once activated, the grid allows the passage 
between multi-layered time fields without distortion. There are 16 reference nodes: those points of synapse which 
create a referral of information through the grid. There are 6 matrices in which to create virtual reality fields and the 
rhombic spinning field in the center. This spinning field is the ‘time tunnel’ or vehicle for movement within the 
entire process. 

Numis'OM - Eye of Metatron, volume 4 - 2007  (ThothHorRa Khandr via Maia Nartoomid)

....this sacred geometric can be utilized singly and especially powerfully in groups, to create full Metatron merkabic 
fields for temporal periods of time in which germinations of New Earth light codes can become engendered and 
multiply on their own - beyond the temporal Aeriopax dynamic engendered. This then, takes our humanity a giant 
step further in becoming the ‘El’ohim’ of our own created New Earth. Once we get in touch with this reality (through 
various forms of being and expression - all relating what is here being called the “Aeriopax dynamic”), we need no 
assistance from Angels or Ascended Beings to accomplish our own re-genesis, for we will know, indeed 
EXPERIENCE that THEY and US are ONE!

The parallel bar is the ‘core accelerator’: charging, discharging and 
maintaining the energy separation between realities. Without the 
Core Accelerator all interacting realities would become enmeshed
in one another - something like wadding bundles of chewing gum
 together and then trying to separate them.”

RESHEL GEOMETRY: TWO SYSTEMS ARE PHASE-MATCHED
TO GENERATE THIS DYNAMIC. THE SYSTEM IS ALSO
“PHASE-LOCKED” IN THE FLASHING-UNIVERSE DYNAMIC.

RESHEL GENERATED “AERIOPAX” SYSTEM:

(Programable gem used in the center.)
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